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1INTRODUCTION
Th© region her© designated a® the Upper Salt Creek 
Watershed lies almost entirely in southwestern Lancaster 
County about eight miles south of Lincoln, Nebraska, and 
comprises an area of some 168 square miles* However, 
approximately three square miles of the western edge of 
th© watershed are located in Saline County, In order to 
facilitate the collection of data, the Lancaster-Saline 
County line is considered as the western boundary of the 
watershed and the portion in Saline County is excluded 
from the study area* All other boundaries are the drain­
age divides that separate th© watershed from the adjacent 
has ins •
The primary purpose of a regional study of this 
particular watershed was to Investigate an area where 
certain flood control projects have been constructed.
A secondary purpose was to investigate the probable 
impact that the flood control projects may have had on 
population, land use practices, and general economy of 
the region. The problem involved not only answering the 
question of what impact, if any, was in evidence, but 
also necessitated the collection and assimilation of data 
from many sources. Furthermore, even the most preliminary
2consideration of the problem required Information regarding 
the general topography, geology, and geography of th© 
watershed *
The scope of the problem necessitated the collection 
of background information concerning many different sub­
jects* h large proportion of the data came from other 
than library sources because of the recent completion 
date of the flood control project, the small size of th© 
watershed, and th© nature of the small communities within 
th© study area* This information was obtained from per­
sonal interviews and field observations.
A detailed examination of the physical character­
istics was made in order to determine if there were any 
unusual features that would alter the established trends 
in population, land us© practices, and over-all economic 
base* An Investigation was then mad® of th© population 
statistics, land use practices, and economic base in order 
to establish th® trends for recent years, these trend© 
were examined to see if any alteration, acceleration, or 
interruption occurred that could be attributed to th© 
flood control project*
3CHAPTER ONE
PHYSICAL FEATURES
The Upper Salt Creek Watershed consists of the 
drainage basins of olive and Hickman branches of Sait 
Creek* The basin® cover an area of 101 and 67 square 
miles respectively. They are located about eight miles 
south of Lincoln, Nebraska, in southwestern Lancaster 
County, and include portions of Grant, Nemaha, Saltillo, 
South Pass, Buda, Centerville, Highland, and Olive Branch 
townships (Figure 1}*
The basins lie at the western edge of the physio­
graphic region known a® the Dissected Till Plains Section 
of southeastern Nebraska, a subdivision of the Central 
Lowland Province* This is a nearly flat loess-capped 
till plain, eutaaturely to maturely dissected with a 
local relief of 100 to 300 feet.3* The till plain was 
deposited during two distinct glacial stages, th© 
Nebraskan and Kansan. The oldest known Nebraskan till 
is the Elk Creek till found in northeastern Pawnee 
County. However, a stratigraphically documented outcrop
^mvin M* Fenneman, FhysloqraiPhv of Eastern United 
States (New Yorks McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1938)7' p. 589
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of this (deposit or of the later Iowa Point till has
not been located in the study area by geologists* The
Hebraskan age deposits may be limited to their peri-
glacial equivalents* the Seward and Fullerton for- 
1stations
Present topographic features are the result of 
dissection of two early Kansan tills, the Nickerson 
and the Cedar Bluffs# The more influential is th© 
younger Cedar Bluffs which was deposited by the second 
advance of the Kansas ice sheet# Its furthest advance 
is delimited by the Cedar Bluffs moraine*^ The glacial 
drift h m  subsequently been covered by -two distinct 
deposits of loess* The older deposit is the reddish- 
brown Loveland loess deposited late during the Sangamon 
interglacial stage* Th© Loveland loess was in turn 
buried to a depth of several feet by the buff-colored 
Pearlari loess following the retreat of the Iowan ice*
The loessial sediments ©asked, but did not greatly 
alter antecedent topographic features* Present relief
University of Nebraska Conservation and Survey 
Division, Nebraska geological Survey Bulletin 23*
41 Revision of the Class!floatlonoF^ieTHsistocene Deposits 
of Nebraska*** by E« C* Heed and V* H* Drees sen* (June, 1965),
pp» 2 3-2 S m
2Ibid-, p. 9.
and drainage features were well established parlor co 
the deposition of loose •**
The general configuration of the Upper Salt Creek 
Watershed is an irregular oval about twenty milee long
and ten miles in width aligned from east to west* The
point of highest elevation is found on the drainage 
divide between Olive Branch and the Big Blue Elver*
The divide is a portion of the Cedar Bluffs moraine*
The elevation of 'tins point is in excess of 1,500 feet,
approximately 100 feet or more above the other inter­
fluves* Greater erosive action has taken place In 
the western portion of the study area due to tills 
higher elevation* The effect of higher elevation 
can be seen by the gradient of olive Branch which Is 
about twenty-one feet per mile from the Saline County 
line to Kramer, compared to the average gradient of 
Olive Branch which is only slightly w e  than five feet 
per mile* The maximum gradient for Hickman Branch is 
about twelve and one-half feet per mil® and the average 
is six feet per mile. The difference in average gra­
dients is due to the longer and better developed flood 
plain of the olive Branch (Figure 2)*
*Univarsity of Nebraska Conservation and Survey 
Division, Nebraska Geological Survey Bulletin 14k* "The 
Geological Section of Nebraska, by 3* E. Coadra and 
E. C* Eeed, (July, 1959), pp. 7-8.
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8Erosion* however, is in a more advanced stage in 
the Olive basin* This is indicated by the lack of 
loessial materials, greater dissection and larger areas 
of exposed glacial till* The prominent features of 
this basin are the eroded drift hills capped by scattered 
patches of loess, and the deep alluvium of the vide valley 
bottoms* The only extensive deposits of loess are found 
on the Cedar Bluffs moraine which appears as a gently 
rolling to undulating upland about one-half to three 
miles vide (Figure 3)
The roost outstanding feature in the Hickman basin is 
an extensive area of rolling loess-covered drift hills*
The only exposures of Kansan till in the study area are 
found in the steeper slopes, usually bordering the larger 
streams and along the deeper road cuts*
Unburied deposits of glacial material, loess and 
alluvium, provide the parent materials from which the 
soils in the region have developed*^ Topography and
%SGS Topographic Maps*
2
The new pedotaxonomic system of soil classification 
Is not used because of the lack of published data for 
the study area* h brief sketch of this classification is 
in th© article '*Geographers, Pedologists, and the Hew 
System of soil Classifications a Commentary for Geogra­
phers,*1 The professional Geographer, XXX, Ho. 5 (Sep­
tember, 19671, 239-43. More detailed information is 
available in Sgil Classification & Comprehensive System 
7th Ap^oxlmafioa* U*S * Dept * of Agriculture Soil Con­
servation Service (Washingtoni U*s. Government Printing 
Office, I960)*
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PARENT MATERIALS
Alluvium 81 Colluvium
Loessial D eposits:  
Loveland a  Peorian
Terraces
Bedrock a  Glacial D rift
Study Area
Satire*-' Soil S urvey, L a n c a s te r C ounty  
N ebraska . S e r ie s 1 1 9 3 8 , Nai 15
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parent materials are the two most important soil forming
factors in the watershed* The other two* climate and
natural vegetation exhibit no variation that would be'
responsible for any major change In the soil series*
Members of two Great Soil Groups s Bnmisem and
1Chernossm are present in the study area* However*
because this is a transition zone between these two
Great Soil Group©, the classiflestion used here Is
based on differences in parent materials, topography,
and land capabilities*
the soils may be divided into four general soil
associations t sharpsburg~Butler-Crete, Burchard-
Carr ington~Paimee, waukesha-^Tudson-Wabash, and J3lck~
liteoiiHStelneoer* The sharpsbu?g~&utlar**Crets association
1 m the most common of the soils of the gently rolling
uplands* The association is developed from the extensive
loessial deposit® on the drift hills in the Hickman
basin and the Cedar Bluffs moraine* Only small patches
2
are found on Interfluves in the Olive Branch basin,
The sharpeburg soils have a dark surface with a clayey 
but friable subsoil. The Butler and Crete series differ
K» R. hongwell and H* D* Searcy # Nebraska J^ tlas 
(Kearney, Nebraska % Nebraska Atlas Publishing Co,, 
1964), p. 5*
Soil Map* Lancaster County, Bebraska*
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from the Sharpe burg toy having a dense clay pan layer 
in the upper part of the subsoil and a layer of lime 
enrichment In the lower part* The series Is well 
drained, fertile, and suitable for most corn belt 
crops*
The Burchard-Carringtoa-Rawriee soil association is 
the most extensive association in the Upper Salt Creek 
Watershed* These soils are medium-deep to deep, well 
drained soils that developed on the glacial uplands.
The association 1® similar to the sharpsburg-Butler- 
Crete association in surface color, friability, and 
lime accumulation, but has more sand and gravel in the 
subsoil and is less fertile.
The shallow stony soils of the steeper slopes are
the Dickinson-steinauer association* The Steinauer
developed on glacial drift and the Dickinson on loose
sandy deposits in the drift* Both are subject to erosion,
1relatively infertile, and suitable only for pasture*
Soils developed from alluvium and colluvium may be 
placed in a Waukesha-Judeon-Wabash association* The 
Waukesha series is limited to several terrace® on either 
side of Olive Branch near its confluence with Hickman
%*S*, Department of agriculture Research admin­
istration Bureau of Plant Industry, soils, and agricul­
tural engineering, Boil Survey, "Lancaster County 
Nebraska,*1 by T. 8. Be5i©iv' at al** series 1938, Wo* 15 
(Washington* l?*s* Printing office* 1948}, p. 3.
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Branch and to one terrace two and one-quarter Pile® east 
of Hickman.^  It is very similar to the Sharpeburg series 
in friability, color, drainage, and fertility* tfudson 
soils are limited to deposits of widely scattered surface 
soil material washed down from higher levels* They are 
dark grayish-brown in color to a depth of over three 
feet* High organic content and good drainage make these 
soils the most productive in the area*2 Wabash soils
are very similar to the Judson except that they are not
3as well drained and cover a larger area*
All members of the soil associations* except the 
Dickinson-Steinauer, are suited for cultivation* However, 
a general lack of porosity mid intensive cropping has
resulted in sheet and gully erosion in many places where
4the slope is greater than five per cent*
The lack of porosity, characteristic of soils 
developed fir am loess, causes excessive run-off during 
periods of severe thunderstorms * Maximum thunderstorm
h&SBM Soil Map, Lancaster County* Nebraska*
Soil Survey. ^Lancaster County Mbraska,” P* 46. 
3£ M * .  P. 55.
%.s*, Department of Agriculture, Lancaster County 
Soil conservation service, "work Plan Upper Salt- 
Swedenborg Tributaries of salt Creek Lancaster and 
Saunders Counties, Nebraska," Lincoln, Mebraska, 19S4* 
p* 3* (Mimeographed) *
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activity, usually occurs during the late sirring and summer, 
and is the most significant climatic feature in the water­
shed. These storms are often of short duration, but may 
be of great intensity and cause heavy flood damage. An 
example is the storm of May 11-12, 1942, when over twelve
inches of rainfall were recorded during a six hour period
1at Kr araer, Nebr ash a.
Th® stream flow reflects over-all precipitation
variations and intensities* A gaging station located
on Salt Creek in Lincoln, Nebraska has recorded a
stream flow which varies from 39 to 28,200 cubic feet 
2per second.
seasonal an well as annual extremes in temperature 
and precipitation are characteristic climatic features 
of the Upper salt Creek Watershed. Seasonal extremes 
are the result of the interior continental location 
of the watershed. The variation in the average annual 
precipitation is due to the location of the study area 
in a transitional zone between the subhumid Central 
Lowlands and the more arid Great Plains.
Congres, House, Committee on Flood Control,
A Letter from the Chief of Engineers, Department of the 
Army, Dated March 77 1956, Submitting a Report, Together 
with Accompanying Papers and an IlluatFatlon, on a Review 
of Report on Salt Creek and Tributaries, Nebraska, 84th 
Con., 2nd sess., lTsTTp. 30.
2Ibid., p. 31
The seasonal climatic regime allow the growing of 
■cofsmon corn belt crape. Maximum precipitation occurs 
during the growing season in 'the late spring and early 
summer month© of April, May, June, and July** An average 
of 170 days between killing frosts# followed by a lengthy 
mild dry autumn allows adequate time for planting and 
harvesting.
Monthly variations in preeipltation and temperature 
for six recording station* are represented in Figure 4* 
Only three stations# Hickman# Kramer# and Sprague are in 
the Upper Salt Creek watershed and they are limited to 
volunteer observers who record .precipitation only ♦ The 
other three# Lincoln# Crete# and Syracuse are the closest 
stations to the watershed which record both temperature 
and precipitation. The ninthly averages of temperature 
and precipitation for these stations should illustrate 
the climatic characteristics of the study area#
July and January are th# hottest and coldest months 
respectively* The July mean is 78 degrees Farenhelt and 
the January mean is SS degree® less# or 23 degrees Farea* 
halt. Heaviest rainfall occurs In June which ha® an 
average of over four inches# January is not only the
xm & > '  p* s
IB
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is
coldest montti# but also the driest and receives loss than
ion© inch of prscipl tatioa* *
A s  average annual precipitation Is approximately 
t^nty-elght inches * She three stations in the tipper Salt 
Creek watershed exhibit larger a a m t s  of precipitation 
than the other three stations {Figure 4}. fhia Is most 
lively the rosy It of inaccurate reporting by volunteer 
c^ervere* acwever* it is possible that the local thunder-* 
storm could he responsible for the difference and also* 
the averages for Hickman* Kr*er# and Sprague as represented 
in Figure 4 were constructed from only ten years of records * 
Share are no unusual factors of sialography, soils# or 
climate in the Upper fait Creek Watershed. which indicate 
a significant difference from adjacent areas# *£hes# 
physical feature© are e e m M  to meet* of the eastern 
Mhraaka general farming region*
* of Commerce# 
1
states w * 
Stinting Office# 1962) #
j&l m m m .  b£ s i ^ m  
safcaau t e t e  ^
Imatograpny of 
iigtea« U*s • Government
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CHAPTBR W O
POPULATION TRENDS
Permanent settlement In Lancaster County began 
about 1856 along Salt Creek near the present sit® of 
Lincoln* settlement proceeded at a rapid rate, and 
three years later, Lancaster County was formed from 
unorganized territory* The present boundaries were 
not established until 1863, at which time the Terri­
torial Legislature authorized the transfer of a 
portion of the Upper salt Creek Watershed from Clay 
to Lancaster County** h decade later, the population 
was sufficient to form the present system of town­
ships from the larger voter precincts * Growth during 
the first quarter century of settlement was so rapid 
that by 1880, th© population had already reached 
today's size*
Modern population trends for the Upper Salt 
Creek are very similar to those elsewhere in rural 
Nebraska* During th© 30 year period from 1930 to 
i960, the population of rural Nebraska has decreased
*USDA Soil Survey« ’* Lane as ter County, Nebraska,**
p* 9.
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by approximately one-third*4* By comparison, the rat® of 
population loss for the study area ha© been ©lightly over 
28 per cent* The greatest decrease occurred from 1930 to 
1950; since 1950 the rate of decrease has lessened and 
some townships have experienced a reversal In trends by 
showing a modest gain in population (Table I)* The general 
population decrease to 1950 can be partially explained as 
the result of th® economic depression and severe drought 
of the 1930*s* The greater stability since 1950 can be 
attributed to the age and economic characteristics of the 
rural inhabitants* Because of financial considerations 
or old age, these people find the concept of urban migration 
less than attractive*
The major problem encountered in establishing accurate 
population trends was the application of available data to 
the study area* The U.S. Census Bureau uses the township 
or precinct as its smallest enumeration district in rural 
areas ? however, the boundaries of the study area were 
established by drainage divides. Chfortunately, there 
was no coincidence between th® two sets of boundaries 
(Figure 5)« This difficulty was partially solved by 
using other sources* Th® most useful were the school
**&. H. Anderson, The Expanding Rural Community 
Adjustment Problem© and Opportunity Tiincolns1 University 
of Nebraska' College of Agriculture, 1961), p. 3.
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census compiled by the Lancaster Superintendent of 
Schools and the village census collected by the Lincoln 
City-County Wanning Department* The Office of the 
County Superintendent of schools list© all persons under 
twenty years of age by sex, and all taxpayers by address* 
These data are compiled and listed by school and atten­
dance districts* Six school district© are located within 
the study area (Figure 6). Three district®, numbers 61, 
147, and 1S8 were relied on almost entirely in estimating 
the rural population* They were selected because these 
districts met the criterion of unchanged boundaries from 
1960 through December of 1966* In addition, they were 
almost completely within the study area and the rural 
population could he readily separated from the village* 
The remaining three districts were not used because of 
unstable boundaries and extension beyond the limit® of 
the study area* Figure 6 illustrates the sire and 
location of the three school districts used for popu­
lation estimates* It should be noted that all three 
are located in Olive Branch basin and include approxi­
mately one-third of the study area*
Village statistics provided by the Planning 
Department were collected by field enumeration and 
from available census data* Where comparison was 
possible, these sources deviated less than one per 
cent.
22
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were considered to be rural* The status of the villages
as incorporated or unincorporated was net coneidered„ The
total rural population was estimated by computing a density
1constant" fro® the school census* & projection for the 
complete township was calculated using 1960 figures* This 
projection was compared with the t!«8* Census after sub­
tracting village population (Table 11)* The necessary 
adjustments were made on the basis of rural land use 
patterns* This information was gathered primarily from 
three sources: field observations, aerial photographs,
and the Lancaster County Soil Conservation Service* The 
Census Bureau statistics for Grant Township were not used 
in establishing trends because of its partial inclusion 
within Lincoln's city limits and since only a very small 
portion, approximately four square miles, is in the study 
area*
Providing no major changes occur in the national or 
local economy and providing metropolitan Lincoln continues 
its current rate of urban expansion, no single trend will 
characterise the entire study area during the next decade* 
Bom© places will continue to show the slow loss of
^The density constant was computed by dividing the 
rural population of each of the three school districts by 
the area which results in the number of persons per square 
mile*
24
t m m  it
POPUhATZQ® ESTIMATES FOR UPPER 
SALT CREEK WATERSHED
Buda T o w n s h ip
Date
school
I
District Rural Den-a 
61 Total ©ity/scru.Mi.
Township 
Total Rural
b
Total
Urban Rural
1960 « • * 100 100 10 653 227
1966 • * * 64 64 6*4 * « • 145
Centerville Township
Date
school District Rural Den- 
147 Total s itv/scu *M1 *
Township 
Total Rural Total
Urban Rural
1960 195 110 305 582 387
1966 201 115 316 * * * 401
Olive Branch Township
Date
school District Rural Den- 
158 Total slty/Sau*Mi#
Township 
Total Rural Total
Urban Rural
1960 # * ♦ 131 131 7*7 300 314
1966 m * * 117 6*89 m m * 289
aDens ity for rural area in school districts*
for part of township in study area.
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population resulting mainly from natural attrition while 
others will experience a rapid gain fro® urban sprawl#
Olive Branch basin, for example , will probably decrease in 
number while the Hickman basin will undoubtedly exhibit a 
substantial increase# m  increase should be most noticeable 
in the village of Hickman and a linear area bordering U#s*
77 and 56th street which is the moot likely area to enter 
Lincoln* s son© of urban contact (Figure 7}#
Census figures for 1970 should indicate a high per­
centage of increase in Grant and Saltillo townships#
Village population will probably show little change with 
one exception (Table III) • The village of Hickman should 
Increase approximately 30 to 40 per cent or a gain of two 
to three hundred people from 1960 to 1970* The situation 
at the present time in this village is typical of a 
developing dormitory community• Dependable hard surfaced 
roads provide routes for speedy, easy automotive access 
to Lincoln1© central business district* Lower real estate 
prices and taxes encourage home ownership* Also, rec­
reational facilities are close at hand* Barring the 
occurrence of unpredictable events that would suppress 
or divert the current patterns of Lincoln*© suburban 
growth, the population estimates for 1970, Indicated in 
Table XXI are probably conservative*
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CHAPTER THHBE
USE
Agriculture is the most extensive form of land 
use la tli# Upper Salt Creek watershed* approximately 
92 per cent, or 104#000 acres, of the study area's 
111,000 acres are directly devoted to agricultural
uses* The greatest single use is cultivated cropland
1’which covers an area of approximately 75,000 acres*'
Cora and grain sorghums are the major crops- with winter 
wheat, red clover, and alfalfa well represented* Inten­
sive cultivation is almost entirely limited to the well 
drained valley bottoms, terraces, and uplands which 
correspond to the better soils, h change is currently 
taking place on the well drained uplands* corn is 
being replaced by grain sorghums * This change may he 
attributed to high yield and to the ability of the
Pasture, native and tame, accounts for approxi­
mately 25,000 acres or 23 per cent of the study area* 
Pastures are generally located on the poorly drained
^USDA Aerial Photographs, October, 1965*
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areas In the valley bottoms and on the thin stony soil®
lof the steeper slopes. One interesting exception is 
a native pasture located in the southwest quarter of 
Section 25 of township 8 north, Range 6 east* This 
pasture has never been cropped or plowed although the 
soils are the highly productive Sharpshurg silty clay 
loam and Carrington loam, the pasture has only been 
used as a pasture-hay meadow.2
Approximately 3 per cent,, or 3,000 acres of the 
study area may be classified as miscellaneous rural. 
This category includes land that does not fit the 
previous class if ieation®, but which doe® have a direct 
agricultural function. Included are feed lots, farm- 
steads, orchard®, idle land (other than soil bank or 
diverted acres), machinery park®, grassed waterways# 
flood water retarding structures, and other land 
treatment measure© (Table XV) •2 The United states 
Department of Agriculture soil Conservation service 
ha© been responsible for the increased amount of land 
in this category by the enactment of a flood control 
and land treatment project which began in 1953* This
2Interview with Ray Ruble, US da soil conservation
service, July 17, 1967*
3us DA Aerial Photographs, October, 1985*
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USE 10 THE m m m  
6Aia CHEEK WMBWt&BBX)
0ate Agricultural Total
Cropland Pasture Miaea llaneoua m
m m ® Par Cant m m ®  Par Cant m m ®  Per Cent
1953 78,331 70*7 26,834 24*2 3,487 3*5 108, 552
itsa 78,897 78*4 26,543 23*9 3,896 3*5 108,536
1965 74,788 67*4 24,832 22*4 5,828 5*3 105,443
Oat# Honagrlcultural Total
Transportation^ Urban special m m
Acre® Par Cant .acre® far cant m m ®  Per Cent
1953 3,138 1*9 318 0*3 2,448
IfSS 3,130 1*9 384 8*3 2,464
1965 3,130 1*9 395 8*4 3,882 2*7 S, 5S7
All other land m m  practice© directly associated with 
agriculture. e*g* feederlot®, farmsteads, orchards and land 
treatment measure® «
bInclude© road® and railroad®.
undertaking has been beneficial in terms of flood control, 
but some land has been taken out of production in order 
to build the necessary structures. An additional 2SO 
acres, not included in Table IV, is employed as the 
U.S. Army, Battery C, 8th Missile Battalion Mike site 
(deactivated)*
Transportation routes occupy less than -three per 
cent, or approximately 2,130 acres of the study area*
One of four railroads; the Chicago* Burlington arid 
Quincy? the Missouri Pacific (Crete branch)? the Rock 
Island and Pacific? or the Union Pacific serve all the 
villages except Holland* Only Hickman Is served by 
two? the Missouri Pacific and the Chicago, Burlington, 
and Quincy# The railroads utilize approximately 1,000 
acres for roadbed and right of way.*
Hard surfaced roads cover about 300 acres (Figure 2)* 
The secondary road system is one of the most outstanding 
features in the Upper Salt Creek Watershed# This is not 
because of the space utilized, but rather the pattern 
which is created* Almost without exception, these roads 
follow the survey section lines# Old fence lines, over* 
grown by unkept hedge rows which serve as windbreaks, 
subdivide each section info rectangular plots* Usually
*USGS Topographic Maps*
aligned in a north-south end t direction, these
plots enforce the impression of squared geometric 
patterns*
The newest land use practice In the study area 1® 
the 3,032 acre public special %we facility. rive euch 
sitos are in existence* Pour of these* Blues toir., Olive 
Creek, stagecoach, and Wagon Train Lake® are the U*s*
Army Corps of Engineer® flood control impoundment®.* The 
fifth, Hedgefield, 1® a Soli Conservation service flood 
detention structure* The costs of the special use areas 
to June 30, 1966 were §133,180*00 for land acquisition 
and $128,800*14 for development of recreational facilities s
ia total of $261,980*14* Land acquisition costs to the 
state of Nebraska include only outright real estate pur­
chase® . Ownership of permanent reservoir surface is 
retained by the Federal Government and leased to the 
state of Mebraska for a fifty year period* The Corps 
of Engineer® completed work on BXuestem and Wagon Train 
Lake® in the fall of 1962* Olive Creek and stagecoach 
Lakes were completed about one year later • nbout 
eighteen month® after each completion (May, 1964, and
^Letter from Robert Killen, Section Chief Division 
of state Park®, Nebraska O m m  and Park® C o m  is si on,
Lincoln, Nebraska, October 10, 1967*
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February, 1965 respectively) , ownership of fee simple was
%
transferred to the State of Nebraska*
Recreational facilities provided by the Nebraska 
Game and Parks Commission Include boating, fishing, 
hunting, swimming, plcknicktng, and camping* Restrictions 
on recreational activities are applied to each project In 
order to obtain maximum usage*
Olive Creek bake, site dumber 2 has a normal water 
surface area of approximately 145 acres, and 191.50 
acres of developed shore line, a total of 336* 50 acres * 
This excludes 287 acre® of easement which may be covered 
during potzlofim of maximum water storage which gives the 
project a total of 624*3 acres*2 The recreational uses 
are picknicking, fishing, and the hunting of all legal 
game with the exception of waterfowl* Development 
consist© of one graveled parking lot and entrance, a 
concrete boat ramp, picnic tables and' fireplaces, 
arinking water, and restroom©. test was $8,207.48 
for development and $26,275*0-0 for land acquisition* ~
Bluestern bake, Site Number 4 totals 680 acres of 
which 100 acre© are developed, 325 acre® are for normal 
water surface, and an additional 255 acres are for
Army Corps of Engineers Project tops*
2s m -
^Letter from Robert Killen*
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maximum water storage*^ The developed area provides a 
large variety of recreational uses* The site Is easily 
accessible by one hard surfaced and three graveled roads 
and has three parking lots# three boat ramps# two camping 
sites# and five picnic areas. The lake Is open to fishing 
mid unlimited speed powerboats# Hunting for all legal, 
species except waterfowl is permitted. The development 
and land acquisition costs were $12,665.50 and $69,594*50 
respectively? a total of $82#260*00*3
Wagon Train hake. Bite- Humber 8 covers X#158.31
acres of which 452.SO acres are developed, The normal
water surface Is 315 acres? an additional 390 acres are
3
used for maximum water storage# The facilities are 
similar to Site Humber 4. access is by one hard surfaced 
and three graveled roads. Five graveled parking areas* 
on® camping site, and two picnic areas are located at the 
site. However, the water uses are limited to fishing* 
swimming, and sailboat.ing* Powerboats for fishing are 
not prohibited# but a speed limit of 10 miles per hour 
is enforced, The one concrete boat ramp is adequate 
and is accompanied by a large I^shaped boat dock, wagon
%#s. hnay Corps of engineers Project Maps*
^better fro® Robert Killen.
3tl.S* &rmy Corps of Engineers Project Maps.
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Train 1® the only one of the four lake® where swimming is 
permitted. The beach which is adjacent to the picnic 
grounds consists of trucked*ln sand and a cement block 
bathhouse. Hunting facilities and regulations are the 
same m  in the other projects with the except ion of a 
portion of the west side of the lake which is designated 
as a hunting dog training ground? elsewhere all doge must 
be leashed* Cost of development and land acquisition was 
$40,803,84 and $75,483,50 respectively! a total of 
$1.16,286. 34.1
flcknlcklng, camping, fishing, and hunting (with the
exception of waterfowl), are the activities permitted at
stagecoach bake, site Humber 9, On© hard surfaced and
two graveled road® give access to the lake, the one boat
ramp and the three graveled parking lots* The developed
and normal pool area constitute 130.00 and 170,00 respec-
2
tlvely of the total 607.32 acres* Cost of development 
was $10,194*32? land acquisition was $18,757*00,a
Urban areas account for approximately 400 acre®, or 
less than 0.5 per cent of the study area (Table IV)* 
Hickman Is the largest town and cover® 162*9 acres
yrt^l,*>|iil»lil>i»in<>|uju ll««'ii| • Iilim'it-Oil m r . w rnu > 1*1 r-.Tnn*til»~V)‘>~l'i«n - * »l n f T-i*1-f.*nt-'rf. n m r , * ,-'T ‘l,“‘1*Jt r r  ' T - ^ w i  i n T il r r  'I'1 ' 1 " " " iV  •■(—  ■ y  —  '— i II ■« > in ' ■ I' ' ..Iiiyi.!. nr I. .11 > «■ 1.11 1 III • ■  III II n  .... .
1better £rcm Robert Killen*
2
U.S. «m y  Corps of Engineer® Project Maps.
^Letter from Robert Killen,
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(Table V)« Stoct in else are Sprague, 75#3 (Table VX) j 
Holland, 60#0 (Table VXX) ? Martell, 55.7 (Table VXXX)? 
and Kramer, 39.9 (Table XX) #
Urban land usee are divided into might categories* 
single family dwellings, trailers, commercial, public 
ana semi-public access, industrial, railroads, streets, 
sand vacant land# The greatest amount of urban area is 
classified as vacant land by the Lincoln City-County 
Manning PepartMnt, All parcels that do not have 
structures or serve urban functions (such as parking 
lots, and machinery storage or sales) are classified as 
vacant land# Parcels in this category Include pasture, 
gardens, play areas, and unused land#
The village of Holland has the highest percentage 
of vacant land, approximately 50 per cent? Hickman has 
the least with 20 per cent# streets account for 195.3 
acres or 23 per cent of the total area. Approximately 
20 per cent of the total area 1® used as the sites for 
single family dwellings# Schools, churches, and public 
buildings occupy 15#1 acres.
Land classified m  industrial is nearly three times 
as large in area a® the commercials 13.5 acres compared 
to 4.9. The amount of industrial land is quite misleading 
sine©, almost without exception, this land is used for
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the bulk storage of gasoline, kerosene, oil, tractor fuel,
land bottled gas*
Band use practices in the tipper Salt Creek Watershed 
are changing* In order to determine what the nature of 
these changes is, several techniques were employed. The 
first was the classification of each section on the basis 
of percentage of land used fear crops, pasture, farmsteads, 
woods, urban, public, and other functions# Bata were 
.assembled from United states Department of Agriculture 
stabilisation and Conservation service aerial photographs* 
The two meet recent series of photographs, 1958 and 1965 
(before and after the flood control project) were used*
The information for each year was recorded on a work- 
map, using a numerical coding system* The information 
was then compared with similar data for 1952 which was 
provided by the United states Department of Agriculture 
soil Conservation service*
An east-west traverse was then undertaken* This 
was begun at the east edge of sections. 4 .and 9 of Town­
ship 7 north. Range S east, and ended at the west edge 
of sections 6 and 7 of Township 7 north, Range 5 east*
All land use practices and topographic features were 
recorded, using a fractional notation system for a
^Ztineoln City-Ceunty Planning Department, band 
Use Classification Tables*
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distance of one-quarter mile on either side of the 
traverse* Figure 8 is a summation of the land use 
practices which were recorded* Aside from the general 
patterns of cropland and pasture* too specific features 
should be noted; the numerous farm ponds and the 
abandoned farmsteads* Both are indications of changes 
in land use practices that are occurring*
The too most extensive land use categories (crop­
land and pasture) for the watershed are shown in Figures 
9 and 10* Several general patterns are apparent* A 
strong correlation exists between Figure® 3 and 9* The 
areass which have the highest percentage of cropland are 
associated with loessial and alluvial parent materials, 
while areas commonly used for pasture generally corres­
pond to the glacial till and to poorly drained areas of 
the flood plain* However* the amount of pasture land 
on the flood plain has decreased from 1958 to 1965*
Changes in land use practices are taking several 
forms* The most obvious are the replacement of agri­
cultural land by public recreational special use 
areas and the growth, as well as the population 
decline in villages* Hickman is the only village 
that has exhibited any substantial grow tin Fro® 1959 
to August of 1967, thirty new single family dwellings 
were built* fhiring the same period, three new single
i44
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family dwellings' were built In Sprague# five in Bolland* 
five In Kartell* and one in Kramer,
Other significant changes# not as obvious to the 
casual observery are also taking place* The number of 
abandoned farmsteads is an indication that the else of 
farms is increasing# for example* five of the forty-nine 
farmsteads included in the traverse were abandoned* Crops 
are also changing* Grain sorghums were planted on 1,63? 
of the 6*720 acres covered in the traverse* Corn acreage 
accounted for only 596 acres* Contour plowing* terracing# 
and farm ponds are also m m  features of a definitely 
changing landscape.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ncmomc base
The b Ingle most Important economic activity in the 
Upper salt Creels Watershed la agriculture* tn 1964 the 
sale of agricultural products returned a gross income 
of over two and one-haIf million dollars* The value of 
farm land and building© for the same year exceeded 4S 
million dollars
the major commercial activities In the villages 
are based on supplying the Immediate needs of the 
agricultural producer* For examplef Kramer presently 
has three commercial establishmentsi a Farmer#1 Union 
Co-op Elevator# one general store# and a farm supply 
outlet* The inventory of the general store consists 
of a limited selection of dry goods# hardware# groceries# 
and one gasoline pump* Available at the farm supply 
outlet are building materials which Include fence posts# 
wire, lumber# and creosote. Further indication of the 
size of the general store and farm supply outlet is the
^Harold J. Ratallick and Charles R* Gildersleeve, 
"Omaha1© Agricultural Core Region# Geographic Background 
Report Ho. 1" (Omaha Urban Area Research Project, 
University of Omaha# August# 1967)# pp. 56 and 62.
SI
taxable value of the two businesses* The assessed
valuation (baaed on 35 per cent of total value) of land
1and Improvements of the two for 196? 1® $4,030.
The retail establishment® in Holland, Hart#11, and 
Sprague are oriented to serve the immediate needs of the 
surrounding area* All three villages have grocery, hard** 
ware, and dry goods stores* However, there is usually a 
combination of types such as a hardware-grocery store, 
or in the case of Holland, a hardware and implement store* 
Automotive services are provided by establishments also 
serving multiple functions. The Sprague Motor Company, 
for example, is a combination gas station, garage, and 
new car dealer* m  least two of the villages have feed 
or grain stores and farm implement dealers* The service 
functions of banking* construction, electrical appliance 
sales and service, and a cafe-tavern are dispersed among 
the three villages. The one construction company and 
bank are situated in Kartells the electrical appliance 
store and the e*£e~tavern are located in Holland and 
Sprague respectively.
The limited commercial activities of the three towns 
appear to be typical of small farming communities. There 
is one exceptions an antique shop located in Sprague.
^Lancaster County Assessor•© Tax Records *
Retail sales and services available in Hickman 
are mere numerous and specialised than in the other 
communities* XSinc additional specific typos of goods 
and services are available« a dentist*® office, an 
attorney's office, a mortuary, a locker plant, 'bottled 
gas, a railroad depot, telephone company, plumber, and 
a laundromat* individual retail establishments tend to 
re more specialised and offer a wider selection of prod­
ucts* For example, the only gasoline service station 
which functions m  such is located In Hickman* In 
general, all five villages offer only items to serve 
the immediate needs, or items which would be difficult 
to transport from larger cities such as Lincoln* h 
large variety of consumer goods is not available.
Changes affecting the economic base of the study 
area are currently taking place* One- such change la 
caused by the number of people who come from outside 
the watershed to use the recreational facilities 
associated with the four Corps- of Engineers flood 
control impoundments* Since they were opened to the 
public in 1964 and 1965, the four special use areas 
have attracted a total of 1,007,304 visitors. The 
most popular have been Blues tern and Wagon Train Lakes. 
Bach has been open four seasons and 671,404 people have 
used their facilities* Olive Creek and stagecoach have
S3
only been open three seasons and have a total visitation 
of 52,097 {Table X).1
The peak usage year was 1964 when only two of 
the four lakes were open to the public* This may be 
explained by the uniqueness of flood control impound­
ments to the area at this time* This contention is 
supported by the fact that the total number of visitor® 
decreased sharply in 1965, but has remained nearly 
constant through 1967. The number of visitations for 
1965, 1966, and 1967 probably represents person® who 
actually used one or more of the recreational facilities, 
as opposed to the sight-®ear® of the previous year.
It was also essential to determine the point of 
origin of the®© visitors in order to establish the 
impact which they have had on the general economy of 
the area. The technique employed to determine the 
point of origin was an auto license survey of all 
parking area© of the four projects* The dates 
selected were June IS, June 35, July 2, July 4, and 
July 16, 1967. The time of day for each parking lot 
survey was rotated in order to avoid any inconsis­
tencies in daily usage, h total of 1,246 car© from 
fifty Nebraska counties was recorded (Table XI) • It
Nebraska Same and Parks Commission Traffic Count 
Records.
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TABLE XX
VISITATION TO SPECIAL USE AREAS 
By COUNT* OP ORIGIN®
County Per Cent County Indesc1
Lancaster 74.2 Lancaster S9
Oaf® 6*0 Saline 33
saline 3.3 cage 27
Douglas 3.1 Otoe 18
Otoe 2.4 York 12
York 1.3 Johnson 11
Cass 1.0 Jefferson 8
Jefferson 0.7 Cass 7
Saunders 0.7 Seward 7
seward 0.7 Fillmore S
Johnson 0.6 Polk S
Fillmore 0.4 Saunders s
Po Ik 0*3 ft* V> aaSP@9PWl« 3
sarpy 0.3 Douglas 1
Hemaha 0.2 Sarpy 1
mTop fifteen counties
H w & m  « iHrttafts of visitcjra u 1000
County Population
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via© established that approximately 85 per cent of the cars 
which were surveyed came from four countless Lancaster,
Gage, otoe, and Saline# By far the greatest number, 74*2 
per cent were from Lancaster County (Figure 11) # nearly 
all person® who used the recreational facilities were 
local residents# Consequently, relatively few purchase© 
were made in the study area by these visitors#
the number and origin of visitors to the four special 
use areas were not the only Indications that changes in 
the general economy of the study area have been taking 
place# Other factors such as home construction, new 
business, and bank deposits were considered*
Construction of dwelling units is an indicator of 
the change© in the economic base of a community* In all 
villages, new dwellings have been constructed since 1959* 
There has been one constructed in Kramer, three in Sprague, 
five in Holland, five in Kartell, and thirty in Hickmans 
a total of forty-four single family units. The thirty 
new units constructed In Hickman indicated a significant 
expansion of the community* The new homes represent a 27 
per cent increase in the total number of dwelling units 
and an addition of some 7.2 acres to the village#* However, 
of greater significance to the economic base of the community
Lincoln City-County Planning Department, Land use
Classification Tables*
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PERCENTAGE OF VISITORS TO 
SPECIAL USE AREAS
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was the accompanying population increase of apprcsclmately
123 people,
h corres pond i ng Increase In the number of businesses
which may or may not be related to the impoundments has
also 'taken place, three new telephone subscribing estab~
1llshments have opened and none have closed, New firms
in Hickman are the Hickman Gas and Propane Company# Ed
Richey Sewer service# and Jtl Scott Contractors, Theme
new businesses account for an increase of 0.6 commercial
2and 0,8 Industrial acres. The other villages have
exhibited a lack of growth in significant ccssmercial 
activities,
The Increase In the size or number of businesses 
reflects a similar increase in the tax base, ‘The total 
value of taxable property for Hickman has increased 
from $284#860 in 1967 to $1#149#768 in 1967, The 
construction of new homes has accounted for approxi­
mately $450#000 of this Increase, The total value of 
taxable property in Sprague for the same period has 
Increased from $101#$70 to $233#190,3
Two state banks are located in the Upper Salt 
Creek Watershed t the First state Bank of Hickman and
^Hickman Telephone Directories# 1960*1966,
*>
‘"Lincoln City-County Planning Department# Land Use 
Classification Tables,
3Laneaster County Assessor's Tax Records.
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the Msrtell State Bank. The oldest and largest is the
First state Bank of Hickman which was established on
Decesafeer 12, 1912* Ck>rres?{x>ndcnt banks are* the
National Bank of CorsRcrc*, Trust and Saving, Lincoln,
Nebraska, and the First national. Bank of Omaha. Total
1assets an of .December, 3.960 were $1,494,058* From
Beceraber, 1960 to March, 1.96? assets nearly doubled
2
and new total $2,428,661. This growth is exceptional 
considering that total assets for December of 1955
3C$1,364,151) were almost equal to the 1960 assets.
The Martel3. state Bank was established on March 11, 
1959. its correspondent banks are the First national 
Bank and Trust Company of Lincoln, and the First national
Bank of Omaha. Total assets ms of December * 1960 were
4 S
$ 1 ,1 6 9 ,1 9 5 *  assets in March, 196? were $ 1 ,1 7 4 , 0 8 5 , "
The increase of $4,890 indicates a lack of significant
growth during the last six years*
1PaljVe Barge M£§£$£SX. M M .  Ifll&lga M i l  
(ilashville, Tennessee* R. L. Polk and Co#,} Nebraska 
P. 15*
2Baj&!a MjSl fg££s£s££» M S &  IfllMsa 13S&
(Nashville* Tennessee * ft* £»• Polk and Co.,} Nebraska 
p« 14 *
3fEp;,fi. 19£& Btoifsfeax M M  a t e t e  A23&
(Nashville, Tennessee* R. L* P o lk  and Co*,) p. 1 2 7 6 *
4
Polk, ©|>* cit,, 1961, p* 7*
5PoIk, op* cit** 196?, p# 6*
i> o
Providing that no unexpected change© occur In the 
local or national aeona&y and that Lincoln continue© it© 
present rate of growtii, it appears as if Hictean will 
expand during the next decade because of its psccxtaifci* to 
Lincoln* Holland, tort© IX, and Opsragm will probably 
reiaain approxiaaate Xy the mama mlm* Krasaar, if peasant 
irantis continue, will most likely doosro&sa *
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CHAPTER. FIVE 
IMPACT OF PROTECT
Changes and shifts in population that may he directly 
attributed to the flood control project in the Upper Salt 
Creek Watershed are very limited* Approximately 15 to 25 
individuals moved from the study area because of land 
acquisition* This loss has been more than offset by the 
gain of population from outside the area to Hickman. The 
lack of population loss caused by land acquisition may be 
due to the quality of the land which was acquired and also 
the quantity purchased* The major portion of real estate 
for each project was purchased from' three or four individual 
owners? thus there were not large numbers of people involved* 
At Blues tern bake. Site Humber 4, for eKample, 611 of the
1
total 780 acres were .purchased fro® four separate parties*
The use of the land prior to purchase is important 
in determining what will be the result of taking it out 
of production. The more cropland which is used for a 
project, the greater the Impact will be* In general, the 
land use practices of a piece of property before its
*13*8. Army Corps of Engineers, Real Estate Maps*
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entery into a project were Xe&m Intensive than In most 
of the adjacent areas* Land Included within a project 
tends to come from the lower value farm land* stage­
coach Lake, site Number 9 is a good point in reference* 
TO Is special use area include© most of section 4 and 
approximately 200 acres in sections 5, S, and 9 of 
township 8 north. Range 1 east* The major land use of 
section 9 before the projects was approximately 50 per 
cent cropland, 30 per cent pasture, and 20 per cent 
woodlands and miscellaneous* The portion® of Sections 5, 
8, and 9 included in the project were almost entirely 
wooded pasture with the exception of about sixty acres. 
The total land use classification for Sections 8 and 9 
was 70 per cent cropland, 20 per cent pasture and woods, 
and 10 per cent divided into other categories. The 
classification of section 5 was 60 per cent cropland,
30 per cent pasture and woods, and 10 per cent miscel­
laneous *
Changes in the economic base of the study area as 
a direct result of the flood control project also appear 
to be of a limited nature. The major factors which work 
to retard change aret the weak drawing power of the 
recreational facilities, competition from other special 
use areas outside the Upper Salt Creek Watershed, and 
the proximity of Lincoln.
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'The contribution of any recreational facility to the 
economy of the adjacent area 1® necessarily based on 
supplying goods and services to the people who visit 
that area* In this case, the needs of the visitors are 
limited by their point of origin* Approximately three- 
fourths of the people who use the recreational facilities 
can be considered to be local residents who live within 
ten to thirty miles of the- projects* Shis factor elimi­
nates any great demand for food, lodging, and even 
gasoline. People who remain overnight are campers* As 
a result, no new establishments have been constructed in 
the study area to furnish food and lodging,
The sites in the Upper Salt Creek Watershed are 
only four of ten in the Salt Creels; Flood Control 
Project, All ten are located In Lancaster County, 
Branched Oak, the last Impoundment of the ten is 
scheduled for completion late In 1967* This will be 
the largest of the ten lakes, will have a water surface
of approximately 1,800 acres and will be more than five
1times larger than the largest lake in the study area. 
Branched Oak will probably attract more visitors than 
the lakes in the study area*
The Hebraska Game and Parks Commission has refused 
all requests by private citIrene for leases to develop
*U,s* Army Corps of Engineers Beal Estate Maps,
04
any type of commercial enterprise in the special use
m e m  of the upper salt Creek watershed* The requests
have been denied because It is felt that any substantial
and desirable private development would later become
uneconomical and possibly be abandoned* This# it was
feared, would result from the larger Branched Oak lake
1drawing visitor© away from the smaller impoundments *
This theory ha© apparently been partially substantiated 
by the decrease in total visitation to the projects in 
the study area as indicated in Table XI* The decrease 
in visitation is the result of competition, from the 
other five small Impoundments (outside the study area) 
sine# Branched: oak bake is not yet open to the public*
Competition of another type comes from Lincoln*
The sale and rental of boats and motors is not avail­
able in the study area, although boat registration 
in Lancaster County has increased approximately 40 per 
cent from 1964 to 1965, these ©ales could not have 
directly contributed to the economy of the Upper Salt
a
Greek watershed.
The recreational goods and services which are 
available in the study area do constitute an addition
^Interview with Jack 0. strain, Chief, Division 
of state Parks, June 28, 196?*
2ib ia .
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to tli# established retail busines® and are generally 
Incorporated with a filling station or restaurant.
These additions are usually in the form of such things 
as fishing tackle or halt* This does not mean that the 
project® do not contribute to retail sales ? hut rather 
that no specific establishments have been opened. The 
two cafes in Hickman rely on visitor© to the special use 
areas for a considerable portion of their morning and 
evening business. Without the project®, it 1® possible 
that there would only be enough business for one of them 
to remain open.**
^Interview with employees and merchants in Hickman, 
Nebraska, drum and July, If67.
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS
There are no factors of phy siography, soils, or 
climate in the Upper Salt Creek Watershed which would 
indicate a significant difference from adjacent areas*
These physical features have not contributed to any alter­
ation, interruption, or acceleration of the present trends 
in population, land use practices, or general economy of 
the study area.
Corps of Engineers flood control projects have not 
significantly influenced population trends or distribution 
in the Upper Salt Creek Watershed, The increase or decrease 
of population is controlled by factors unrelated to the 
project, Lincoln's expansion is largely responsible for 
the population increase in Hickman, Population decrease in 
the remainder of the study area follows the general rural- 
urban migration of the state of Nebraska,
The major land use change which has occurred is the 
transfer of approximately 3,000 acres from agricultural to 
recreational uses* Changes in crops are generally related 
to current market demands and have little relation to the 
project. However, greater productivity and more intensive
67
uses are possible on areas which were formerly subject to 
frequent flooding.
The projects are directly responsible for the 
addition of seven and one-half miles of hard surfaced 
roads in the study area* Use of the recreational 
facilities has promoted general improvement of other 
hard surfaced roads in the study area.
Measurable statistics on retail sales and services 
for the study area were not available* However, personal 
interviews with merchants and employees of these estab­
lishments indicates that Hickman, Sprague, and Kartell 
have benefited from the projects. Retail sales have been 
directly affected. A small but noticeable increase in 
the sale of fishing supplies, gasoline, food, and bev­
erages can be attributed to the recreational aspects of 
the projects. Fart of the expansion in home construction, 
bank assets, and general retail sales, especially in 
Hickman, may be indirectly caused by the projects.
The overall impact of the flood control project 
on population trends, land use practices, and economic 
base in the Upper Salt Creek Watershed is less than 
might be expected* Future expansion in the area will 
depend more on the suburban development of Lincoln 
than any other factor.
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